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Her costliest wedding gift such as Rs.50,000, 25,000 with half sovereign gold to the girls, pursued grandnation and tenth.

When CM offered free bicycle to reduce the gap between school and leamers.
When CM created the spinal cord of rural economy

CM Selvi. J Jayalalithaa is good sheperd. by offering goats cows to the poor and deserverd
CM become a great fan of the downtrodden by her schemes such fan, mixie, grinder.

As lap top is in the lap of students, at free cost, her Government is at their heart.
As a radiating star in the art of Dance
As a legendary Dancer in the Classical Bharathanatiyam
The best award madam Jaya Receives on Cheeks from her mother
Extraordinary Jayalalithaa among the ordinary Students

Madam Jaya child Prodigy With her Friends
From the womb of her life receives warm greetings at her Birthday

Blessed by devotional Tamil scholar Thirumuruga Kirubananthavarayar
Our fine lady of Tamilnadu with the iron lady of India

chief minister Jayalalithaa with Annai Theresa
Chief minister K.Kamarajar when She Got back after encouraging the in Indian Droops against China

Garlanding to the Graden of beauty
Unwavesing theist with uncompromised atheism
Revolutionary lady Jaya with her affectionate mother
and her close contemporaries

J. Jayalalithaa with mother Santhiya and
Nattiya groups
Madam Jaya Flanked by former president reddy, Governor K.K.Sha and Dr.M.G.R

A meet of two poly glot in a bliss moment
Madam Jaya an emboiment of Kannagis Fury with M.p.Sivaganam Scholar of the Silappathigaram an grate epic of Tamil

Madam Jaya receives award from her Mentor
Dr. MGR Mis. Janaki With jaya and mother Santhiya
Madam Jayalalithaa with the Kalaimamani award for her spell bound performance
Tomorrow India with yester day’s India

Madam Jayalalithaa being good book of innumerable books
In a Scout Event, Be prepared

As a Rajya Sabha M.p with Puratchi Thalaivar Dr. MGR
Charity Activities with her Beloved Mother’s name at her hard Earned Money

Jaya Sharing Lighter Moments with Children
Madam Jayalalithaa at fast, opposing racial genocide of srilankan Govt.

Madam Jayalalithaa with the dead body of MGR
In Madurai AIADMK conference, Memento receives from the benevolent hands of Dr. MGR

Rajiv’s Consoling Words with Jaya After the planned Accident
As an opposition party Leader

Madam Jaya with the former president K.R.Narayanan
Our able Madam Jayalalithaa with the differently abled

Jayalalithaa being felicitated as a heroine of Social Justice in a Meeting arranged by K. Veeramani
Jaya at a function of presenting social welfare schemes

Madam Jayalalithaa being fast unto death ripariew rights of Tamil Nadu in the Cauvery water
When Jaya both hands turned to be the parents of orphan children

Jaya being crowned as Chief Minister in 2001
Madam Jayalalithaa being honoured by an International celebrapy

Advani with Madam Jayalalithaa
Madam Jaya with the former President Zail Singh

Madam Jayalalithaa with Prime Minister with H.D. Dewa Gowda
Former President K.R. Narayanan with Madam. Dr. Jaya

Indian President Prathipa Patel with Madam Jaya
Madam Jayalalitha with North Indian Leaders in a Paramount meeting

Swearing in ceremony of The Council of Ministers Headed By Selvi.J.Jayalalithaa
Jaya’s Golden ornament turns as weapons during the war with Pakistan

Militancy being felicitated by then Chief Minister K.Kamarajar when she gotback after encouraging the Indian troops against China.
When her banevolence and kindnees gane Rs.1,000 to the aged of Tamil Nadu, as the most innovative, Poor friendly scheme.
to affected and Insected.
medical coverage scheme, as a great boon
Dr. Selvi J Jayalalithaa, with her a comprehensive
When CM issued free bus pass for a promising future.

The journey with pass...
Issues of common interest.

Chennai and discussed various social, political and economic
Tamil Nadu on 20.7.2011 at Secretariat, Fort St. George,
State met Smt. J Jayalalitha, Hon’ble Chief Minister of
Her Excellency Ms. Hillary Rodham Clinton, US Secretary of

รมย์ภูมิ ณ ชัยนาท เมื่อ 20 กรกฎาคม 2554 ที่ เกท์ฟอร์ท สแตติว
เป็นที่ประทับใจของ ผู้แทนรัฐบาลสหรัฐฯ ฮิลลารี่ โรว์ดอม คลิทตัน รัฐมนตรีประจำ

Memorandum submitted to Dr. Mammono Mahbub, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India by Shri J. Jayalalithaa,
Hon’ble Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu on 14.6.2011 at New Delhi.